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ABSTRACT: A uniform carbon layer was coated on Si nanoparticles by the dynamic chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process
with toluene as the carbon source. The carbon layer thickness could easily be adjusted by controlling the preparation conditions.
Samples selected from different positions of the reaction tube showed a small deviation in carbon content. As an anode material
for a lithium-ion battery, the resulting Si@C composites exhibited better cycle reversibility and rate capability than pristine Si.
The Si@C-2 sample (carbon layer thickness ≈ 12 nm) delivered a relatively stable specific capacity of ca. 1600 mA h g−1 at 0.3 A
g−1 for 70 cycles. Its capacity remained at 750 mA h g−1 at 5 A g−1, compared with 240 mA h g−1 for pristine Si. Acetylene as a
carbon source can also lead to superior cycle stability. This reformative CVD process provides an avenue for the large-scale
production of uniform carbon coating materials used for batteries and other devices.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of electric vehicles (EVs) and grid-
scale energy storage systems, there are ever-increasing demands
for lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) with high energy density and
long cycle life.1−3 Graphite, the traditional anode material in
LIBs, cannot meet high energy needs because of its limited
theoretical specific capacity of 370 mA h g−1 and poor rate
capability.4 Silicon as an anode material has prominent
advantages, such as a high theoretical specific capacity of
4200 mA h g−1, a fairly low discharge potential (∼0.4 V versus
Li+/Li), and a rich resource, and it has recently attracted
significant attention as the most promising candidate to replace
graphite.5−7 However, Si exhibits large volume changes
(>300%) during lithiation−delithiation, which can cause
cracking and pulverization in the electrode, leading to a loss
of electrical contact and excessive growth of the solid−
electrolyte interphase (SEI).8−11 As a result, Si suffers from
rapid capacity decay and a short cycle life.
Many efforts have been made to accommodate the volume

changes of silicon, such as by preparing nanosized silicon-based
materials (including nanowires,12,13 nanotubes,14−16 and nano-
particles17,18), porous silicon-based materials,19,20 and silicon-
active/-inactive composites.21−23 Of all such approaches, the
design of silicon/carbon composites has become an important
research direction because of the good electronic conductivity
and stress-buffer nature of carbon in improving the stability of
silicon-based anodes.22,24 In recent years, various methods have
been employed for preparing silicon/carbon composites, such
as a hydrothermal method,25 chemical vapor deposition
(CVD),26,27 high-energy mechanical milling (HEMM),28

spray drying,21 pyrolysis,29 and a sol−gel method.30 The sol−
gel method is not suitable for mass production, and mechanical
milling seems unable to create a high-quality carbon layer.
Compared with pyrolysis, CVD carbon coating can form a
more uniform carbon layer on the Si surface with a controllable
thickness and facile processing.20 However, the uniformity of

the carbon coating is poor in a conventional stationary CVD
apparatus, especially for large amounts of samples. Yoshio et
al.31 prepared carbon-coated Si microparticles in large amounts
by repeated CVD treatment to improve the carbon layer
uniformity. The obtained material delivered a delithiation
capacity of over 800 mA h g−1 after 20 cycles. Nevertheless, this
process is relatively complicated, leading to low productivity.
Another improved technology is pressure-pulsed CVD, in
which reactant gas more easily penetrates into packed powder
through repeated evacuation and gas feed.32

In this work, commercially available nanosized Si powder was
employed. The Si nanoparticles were coated with a carbon
nanolayer in a rotational CVD apparatus that is industrially
scalable. The effects of the carbon layer thickness and carbon
source on the electrochemical behavior, as well as the
morphology evolution of the composite during cycling, were
systematically examined.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Preparation of Si@C Composite. The rotational

CVD carbon coating machine used in the current study is
available from Hefei Kejing Materials Technology Co., Ltd.,
and is schematically presented in Figure 1. First, 2 g of Si
nanoparticles (50−200 nm, Alfa-Aesar) were placed in the
center of the quartz tube furnace (represented in yellow in
Figure 1). This central tube contains four blades (Figure S1,
Supporting Information), and the tube was rotated at a set
speed of 9 rpm to facilitate the movement of Si nanoparticles
with a similar probability of exposure to vapor surroundings,
leading to homogeneous carbon deposition. Second, the
furnace temperature was increased from room temperature to
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300 °C under pure argon atmosphere at a heating rate of 10 °C
min−1. Then, the precursor gas, namely, toluene plus argon
(argon was bubbled through a toluene reservoir at a flux of 100
L h−1), was introduced into the furnace, and the temperature
was raised from 300 to 800 °C and held at 800 °C for a set
time, unless specified otherwise. The toluene gas decomposed
quickly at 800 °C, and carbon was deposited onto the surface of
the Si particles. After the set time was reached, the toluene gas
was stopped, and the argon gas was kept flowing in the furnace
for 30 min at 800 °C to allow the toluene gas remaining in the
furnace react completely. Finally, the furnace was cooled slowly
in pure argon to room temperature, and the resulting
composite Si@C was obtained. The set times at 800 °C were
1, 2, and 3 h, and the obtained samples are denoted as Si@C-1,
Si@C-2, and Si@C-3, respectively. Acetylene as the carbon
source was also investigated and compared. For the CVD
process, the furnace temperature was increased from room
temperature to 800 °C under a mixed gas of argon (150 mL
min−1) and acetylene (40 mL min−1) at a heating rate of 15 °C
min−1 and kept at 800 °C for 1.5 h for the CVD process. The
resulting composite is designated as Si@C-ac.
2.2. Structural and Morphological Characterization.

The powder samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction
(XRD) using a Rigaku D/MAX-2200/PC X-ray diffractometer
at 40 kV and 30 mA with a Cu Kα (λ = 1.54056 Å) radiation
source (0.3-mm receiving slit, scintillation counter). Data were
collected over the 2θ range from 10° to 80° at a scanning speed
of 5° min−1 at ambient temperature. Raman spectroscopy was
employed to identify the carbon structural characteristics of the
carbon coating samples using a Thermo Scientific DXR Raman
microscope as a laser wavelength of 532 nm at room
temperature. The morphologies and microstructures of the
composite materials were observed and characterized by field-
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, JEOL JSM-
7401F) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL
JEM-100CX), respectively. The carbon weight fractions in Si@
C samples were determined by evaluating the mass loss of Si@
C composites after calcination by thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA, TA 2050).
2.3. Electrochemical Measurements. The electrochem-

ical performance of the as-prepared composites was evaluated
using two-electrode coin-type cells. The working electrodes
were prepared by pasting a mixture of the active material, Super
P conductive carbon black (40 nm, Timcal) as an additive, and
styrene butadiene rubber/sodium carboxymethyl cellulose
(SBR/SCMC, 3:5 by weight, dissolved in distilled water) as a
binder at a weight ratio of 60:20:20. After the mixture had been
coated onto Cu foil, the electrodes were dried, cut into Φ12
mm disks, pressed at 3 MPa for 40 s, and finally dried at 50 °C

in a vacuum for 4 h. The mass loading of the active Si@C
material was ca. 0.6 mg cm−2. The CR2016 coin cells were
assembled in an argon-filled glovebox (MB-10 compact,
MBraun) using an electrolyte solution of 1 M LiPF6 in a
dimethyl carbonate (DMC)/ethylene carbonate (EC) mixed
solvent of 1:1 by volume, including 2 wt % vinylene carbonate
(VC) as an electrolyte additive, a polyethylene (PE) membrane
(Teklon UH2045.5) as a separator, and lithium metal as the
counter electrode. The cycling performance was evaluated on a
LAND battery test system (CT2007A, Wuhan Jinnuo
Electronics, Ltd.) at 25 °C with constant current rates and a
rest time of 5 min between charge and discharge. The charge
and discharge current rates were equal for each test. The cell
cutoff voltages were 0.01 and 1.2 V versus lithium counter
electrode for discharge (Li insertion) and charge (Li
extraction), respectively. The specific capacity and the current
rate were calculated on the basis of the weight of Si@C
composite.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
XRD patterns of the pristine Si powder and Si@C-2 are
compared in Figure 2. Both samples exhibit highly crystalline

structures that match well with the standard Si peaks (JCPDS
27-1402). The peaks at 28°, 47°, 56°, 69°, and 76° can be
indexed as the (111), (220), (311), (400) and (331) planes,
respectively, of Si crystals. For Si@C-2, there is an additional
broad peak near 24° arising from the amorphous carbon. To
quantify the amount of carbon in Si@C-1, Si@C-2, and Si@C-
3, TGA was conducted at a heating rate of 20 °C min−1 from 40
to 800 °C in air (Figure 3), and TGA of the Si powder was also
performed for comparison. For Si@C-1, Si@C-2, and Si@C-3,
the rapid weight loss between ∼600 and ∼730 °C can be
attributed to the combustion of carbon in the Si@C
composites, and the slight increase in weight after ∼730 °C
is due to the formation of SiOx. From these results, the weight
fractions of carbon in Si@C-1, Si@C-2, and Si@C-3 were
determined to be about 14.8%, 29.6%, and 42.4%, respectively.
It is reasonable that the carbon content in the composites
increased with the prolonged reaction time. TGA was further
used to check homogeneity of the CVD carbon coating in six
different positions in the furnace tube with 2 g of Si powder per
batch (Figure S2, Supporting Information). It was found that

Figure 1. Schematic of the rotational CVD carbon coating system.

Figure 2. XRD patterns of pristine Si and Si@C-2.
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the carbon contents of Si@C-2 from these positions were very
similar, with a ±3% deviation, indicating that the carbon
dispersion in the sample per batch was homogeneous.
However, for a traditional stationary CVD process, an uneven
carbon coating was observed even for only 0.6 g of Si powder
per batch, where the upper part of the sample was gray whereas
the bottom part was still yellow (not shown here).
As shown in Figure 4a,b, the particle size of Si powder ranged

mostly from 50 to 200 nm, and the Si@C-2 particles became
larger as a result of carbon deposition. The complete carbon
coating layers on the Si particles can be clearly observed in
Figure 4c. The microstructures and thicknesses of the carbon
layers for various samples were further characterized by TEM
(Figure 5). In Figure 5a, a SiOx layer of 1−2 nm can be
observed on the surface of a pure Si particle. The carbon layer
thicknesses of Si@C-1, Si@C-2, and Si@C-3 were found to be
ca. 7, 12, and 15 nm, respectively (Figure 5b−d), which is
consistent with the TGA results for the three composite
samples. All of the carbon layers presented short-range-ordered
amorphous structures.
The electrochemical lithium storage and cycling perform-

ances were investigated and compared for the different samples.
Figure 6 presents typical charge/discharge curves of pristine Si,
Si@C-1, Si@C-2, and Si@C-3 (third cycle) at a current rate of
0.3 A g−1. As the carbon content increased, the voltage
polarization became higher, which can be ascribed to the larger
resistance to Li+-ion transport due to the thicker carbon layers.
The charge/discharge curves of pristine Si, Si@C-1, Si@C-2,
and Si@C-3 at the 1st, 3rd, 30th, and 50th cycles are presented
in Figure S3 (Supporting Information), and the corresponding
differential capacity curves are presented in Figure S4
(Supporting Information). The initial discharge and charge
capacities of the Si electrode were 3849.7 and 3279.0 mA h g−1,
respectively, with an initial Coulombic efficiency of 85.2%.
Although pure Si exhibited the highest initial charge capacity,
its capacity dropped quickly, and voltage polarization became
very serious during cycling. In contrast, the capacity retention
and electrochemical reversibility of the carbon coating samples
improved, especially for Si@C-2. During 70 cycles, its specific
capacity basically stabilized at ca. 1600 mA h g−1 (Figure 7a). A
complete carbon layer with good electronic conductivity was
found to suppress the particle volume change caused by the
alloying of Li and Si and the Si side reaction with fluoride salt

electrolyte, leading to a more stable conducting network in the
electrode and interfacial properties. Thus, the electrochemical
cycle reversibility was improved. The faster capacity fade for
Si@C-1 in the initial cycle might be associated with a yet-
insufficient volume buffering effect as a result of a carbon layer
that was too thin. On the other hand, the high carbon content
for Si@C-3 not only caused larger voltage polarization for
charge/discharge, but also resulted in a relatively low cycle
capacity (Figure 7a). The initial Coulombic efficiencies of Si@
C-1, Si@C-2, and Si@C-3 were 83.6%, 80.1%, and 78.9%,
respectively. The carbon coating thus decreased the Coulombic
efficiency slightly. One reason for this behavior is that the
carbon deposited from toluene by a CVD process has a very
low Coulombic efficiency in the first cycle because of its
amorphous structure, with a large number of defects that will
trap and consume the intercalated lithium.19,33 Therefore, a
higher carbon content in the composite is related to a lower
Coulombic efficiency. After 70 cycles, the Coulombic efficiency

Figure 3. Thermogravimetry analysis of Si@C-1, Si@C-2, Si@C-3,
and pristine Si.

Figure 4. (a,b) SEM images of (a) pristine Si and (b) Si@C-2 and (c)
TEM image of Si@C-2.
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of the carbon coating samples reached ca. 99.1%, whereas it was
ca. 98.0% for pristine Si, indicating that the carbon coating was
favorable for stabilizing the conductivity and SEI. Additionally,
the first discharge curves of all samples displayed a long plateau
below 0.15 V (Figure S3, Supporting Information), which

corresponds to the Li-alloying process of crystalline Si to form
an amorphous LixSi phase.34 Afterward, the discharge and
charge curves showed the characteristics of amorphous Si with
an enhanced Li-insertion plateau. The detailed electrochemical
alloying reactions for the different samples could be clearly
characterized by the differential capacity curves in Figure S4
(Supporting Information). The first lithiation curves of pristine
Si, Si@C-1, Si@C-2, and Si@C-3 showed sharp and strong
peaks between 0.09 and 0.14 V, corresponding to the lithiation
of crystalline Si into a Li15Si4 phase and/or amorphous LixSi
alloy.32,35 It is noteworthy that the first lithiation peak was
shifted from 0.14 V (pristine Si) to 0.11 V (Si@C-1) and then
further to 0.09 V (Si@C-2 and Si@C-3). This indicates that the
carbon coating increased the voltage polarization. This is
mainly related to the different SEIs for pristine Si and the
carbon coating samples (i.e., Si/electrolyte and carbon/
electrolyte interphases, respectively).36 In addition, Li+-ion
transport across the resistant carbon layer is also responsible.
The first delithiations of all of the samples showed a
complicated peak character with a sharp peak at 0.42 V and a
broad peak around 0.3 V, corresponding to delithiation from
different LixSi phases.

32,35 The delithiation peak for carbon
commonly observed at 0.2 V was too small to be visible,
because of its small contribution to the overall capacity and the
overlap of the broad peak around 0.3 V.37 The subsequent
cathodic and anodic curves of the samples showed two broad
and weak peaks that are typical characteristics of lithiation and

Figure 5. TEM images of (a) pristine Si, (b) Si@C-1, (c) Si@C-2, and (d) Si@C-3.

Figure 6. Typical charge/discharge profiles (third cycle) of coin cells
with Si@C-1, Si@C-2, Si@C-3, and pristine Si at a current rate of 0.3
A g−1.
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delithiation for amorphous Si.32,38 Here, the peak positions and
features varied significantly for the different samples, depending
on the stability of the composite structure and its interface. The
distance between the cathodic and anodic peaks, which is
associated with the voltage polarization, increased for the

pristine Si, but became steady for the Si samples with an
adequately thick carbon layer.
The effect of the carbon layer thickness on the rate capability

of the electrode was further examined by staged current rates
from 0.1 to 5 A g−1. As shown in Figure 7b, a delithiation

Figure 7. (a) Cycling performance and Coulombic efficiencies of Si@C-1, Si@C-2, Si@C-3, and pristine Si electrodes at a current rate of 0.3 A g−1

(first two cycles, 0.1 A g−1). (b) Delithiation capacities of Si@C-1, Si@C-2, Si@C-3, and pristine Si cycled at different current rates from 0.1 to 5 A
g−1.

Figure 8. TEM images of Si@C-2 after the (a) 1st and (b) 30th cycles.
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capacity near 1770 mA h g−1 was obtained for the Si@C-2
electrode at a current rate of 0.3 A g−1. The capacity declined
regularly with increasing current rate. Even at the high current
rate of 5 A g−1 (i.e., using 9 min for a complete charge or
discharge process), the delithiation capacity of the Si@C-2
electrode was still around 750 mA h g−1, twice the theoretical
capacity of conventional graphite. In contrast, Si@C-1 and Si@
C-3 delivered markedly lower capacities. For pristine Si, the
capacity dropped dramatically from 2725 to 173 mA h g−1

when the current rate was increased from 0.3 to 5 A g−1. The
poor kinetic behavior of the Si electrode is attributed to the low
electronic conductivity. On the other hand, the thick carbon
layer for Si@C-3 might limit the fast transport of Li+ ions. The
above comparison indicates that the optimal carbon layer
thickness on the Si surface is ca. 12 nm.
To further understand the superior cycling performance of

Si@C-2, the stability of the carbon coating layer during cycling
was examined by TEM and SEM. After each cycling test, the
electrodes continued to be charged until reaching 2.2 V and
were kept at 2.2 V for 3 h to fully delithiate the silicon. They
were then washed with DMC to remove residual salt for SEM
measurements and further soaked in water to remove the
binder for TEM measurements. Figure 8 shows the TEM
images of Si@C-2 composite after the 1st and 30th cycles. Even
though the sample had been subjected to repeated lithium
storage and ultrasonic pretreatments, the effective carbon
coating on Si particles could still be observed. Moreover, the
surface morphologies of the Si@C-2 electrode before and after
30 cycles were observed by SEM (Figure S5, Supporting
Information). The particle features remained after the cycling
test, but slight agglomeration and film covering were more
obvious, indicating SEI film formation during cycling. This
stable composite structure maintained good electronic
conductivity and cycling reversibility. Iwamura et al. observed
a different morphology evolution of nano-Si/C composites
from spherical particles to wrinkled and netlike structures after
20 cycles.32 This dramatic morphology change is difficult to
explain in terms of the usual particle pulverization caused by the
strong mechanical stress during lithium insertion and
extraction. Another possible reason for the change in particle
structure is the TEM sample preparation. This means that the
TEM image might have been different from the actual state of
the electrode. Unfortunately, their article did not describe the
sample preparation for TEM characterization in detail. Actually,
the cycled electrode contains various components, including Si,
carbon black, binder, and electrolyte decomposition products
similarly to the SEI. To disperse the nanoparticles well, the
binder must be first removed. Incomplete delithiation after
cycling can cause the reaction of the active particles with the
water used for washing, leading to fragmentation and
pulverization. In addition, the often-used strong ultrasonic
treatment can also result in destruction of the structure of
composite particles that have undergone full lithium insertion
and extraction. Thus, a direct observation of the cycled
electrode by SEM or other techniques could be helpful to
confirm such a structure change.
Reaction temperatures of 700 and 900 °C for carbon

deposition in the dynamic CVD process were also investigated
with the same experimental conditions as used at 800 °C. It was
found that toluene gas did not decompose to deposit a carbon
layer on Si particles at 700 °C. The Si powder remained yellow
at this temperature for a set time of 2 h, and no carbon layer
could be observed by TEM. On the contrary, the toluene gas

decomposed more quickly, and the carbon deposition rate was
higher at 900 °C, compared with 800 °C. Thus, a shorter
reaction time was needed for a similar carbon thickness. A
sample obtained at 900 °C for 50 min (denoted as Si@C-900)
shows a carbon layer thickness of ca. 11 nm (Figure S6a,
Supporting Information), and a carbon content of 27.8% was
determined by TGA, which was comparable to that of Si@C-2.
The Raman spectra of these two samples are compared in
Figure S6b (Supporting Information). Two typical carbon
peaks can be observed: a disorder-induced D band (∼1335
cm−1) and a graphitic G band (∼1585 cm−1). The relative
intensity ratio (i.e., R value) of the D and G bands is used to
characterize the degree of disorder of carbon materials, and a
larger R value indicates a higher degree of disorder.39 The R
values (ID/IG) of Si@C-2 and Si@C-900 were found to be 0.94
and 0.92, respectively, indicating similar carbon structural
characteristics for Si@C-2 and Si@C-900. As shown in Figure
S7 (Supporting Information), these two samples exhibited
similar lithium storage capacities and cycling stabilities.
However, a slight difference in the initial Coulombic efficiencies
was found: 81.9% and 80.1% for Si@C-900 and Si@C-2,
respectively. The efficiency enhancement for Si@C-900 is
probably due not only to a lower amount of carbon but also to
deeper carbonization and fewer defects at higher temperature.
On the other hand, acetylene as a carbon source was also

found to be feasible for such a CVD process. However,
obtaining a carbon coating using acetylene is more difficult than
obtaining one using toluene, including safety issues. After 1.5 h
at 800 °C, sample Si@C-ac with ca. 14.1% carbon was obtained.
The TEM image in Figure S8a (Supporting Information)
shows that the carbon layer on Si was ca. 6 nm. Because the
carbon layer thickness and carbon content of Si@C-ac were
close to those of Si@C-1, we compared these two samples. The
TEM images indicate that they both presented typical short-
layered structures of amorphous carbon, but the difference in
carbon layer structures could hardly be distinguished. Figure
S8b (Supporting Information) shows Raman spectra of the Si@
C-1 and Si@C-ac composites. The R values of Si@C-1 and Si@
C-ac were 0.89 and 0.99, respectively, indicating a more
ordered carbon layer structure for Si@C-1. The effect of the
carbon source on the electrochemical performance was also
investigated. As shown in Figure 9, despite the similar initial
delithiation capacities for the two samples, the cycling stability
was significantly improved upon use of acetylene as the carbon
source. Moreover, Si@C-ac demonstrated better rate perform-
ance than Si@C-1, although the capacities fell rapidly for both
samples as the current rate was increased from 0.1 to 5 A g−1.
The obvious superiority of acetylene over toluene as the carbon
source can be explained by the fact that the more ordered
carbon planes of Si@C-1 could impede Li+ ions from passing
through the carbon layer. In addition, the more amorphous
carbon layer can facilely endure the volume change of Si. In
view of the advantages of acetylene as a carbon source, more
detailed investigations should be done on the effect of the
carbon layer thickness; the evolution of the interfacial
properties during cycling; and the related CVD technology,
including safety control and the ease of adjustment of the
carbon layer thickness.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have employed a facile and dynamic CVD
process to coat a uniform carbon nanolayer on Si particles.
When toluene is used as the carbon source, the carbon layer
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thickness can be effectively controlled by the CVD reaction
time under a fixed precursor gas flux. The resulting Si@C
composites were examined as the anode material for LIBs. It
was found that the carbon layer thickness greatly influences the
specific capacity, cycle stability, and high-rate capability. The
optimal Si@C composite with a carbon layer of ca. 12 nm
showed a fairly stable capacity of about 1600 mA h g−1 during
70 cycles at 0.3 A g−1. A large capacity of ca. 750 mA h g−1 was
available even at the high current rate of 5 A g−1. The significant
improvement in the electrochemical performance obtained by
applying a carbon coating on Si can be attributed to the
suppressed volume effect, improved electronic conductivity,
and stable composite structure upon cycling. On the other
hand, it should be mentioned that the effect of the carbon
source on the electrochemical performance of the carbon-
coated Si was also found to be notable. The primary results
showed that acetylene is superior to toluene as a carbon source.
A possible reason for this difference is that a more amorphous
carbon layer could facilitate the movement of Li+ ions across
the carbon layer and accommodate the volume change of Si.
Overall, the dynamic CVD technology is suitable for the large-
scale fabrication of coated or modified composite materials for
battery and other applications.
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